Using observations from the first two years of the MOSFIRE Deep Evolution Field (MOSDEF) survey, we study 13 AGN-driven outflows detected from a sample of 67 X-ray, IR and/or optically selected AGN at z ∼ 2. The AGN in the sample have bolometric luminosities spanning 10 44 − 10 46 erg s −1 , including both quasars and more common, moderate-luminosity AGN. We detect signatures of blueshifted, ionized gas outflows in the Hβ, [OIII], Hα and/or [NII] emission lines of 19% of the AGN, while only 1.8% of the MOSDEF galaxies have similar outflows detected. The outflow velocities range from 300 to 1000 km s −1 . Eight of the 13 detected outflows are spatially extended on similar scales as the host galaxies, with spatial extents of 2.5 to 11.0 kpc along the MOSFIRE slits. Outflows are detected uniformly across the galaxy star-forming main sequence, showing little trend with the stellar mass or SFR of the host galaxy. Line ratio diagnostics in the BPT diagram indicate that the outflowing gas is photoionized by the AGN. We do not find evidence for positive AGN feedback, either in our relatively small MOSDEF sample or in a much larger sample from SDSS. Analysis of the mass and energy outflow rates in the MOSDEF AGN indicates that stellar feedback is likely insufficient to drive these outflows at z ∼ 2 and that they are very likely to be AGN-driven. The outflows have mass-loading factors of ∼ 1 − 5, suggesting that they help regulate star formation in their host galaxies, though they may not be sufficient to fully quench it.
INTRODUCTION
Perhaps one of the most remarkable discoveries in astronomy over the last two decades is that supermassive black holes (mass greater than ∼ 10 6 M ) exist in the nuclei of virtually all galaxies (e.g. Magorrian et al. 1998; Heckman & Best 2014) . Supermassive black holes grow by accreting gas from the centers of their galaxies, which are observed as active galactic nuclei (AGN, e.g., Antonucci 1993; Netzer 2015) . The growth rates of supermassive black holes and galaxies over cosmic time, traced by black hole accretion density and star formation density respectively, follow a strikingly similar pattern for the last ∼ 11 billion years (e.g. Ueda et al. 2003; Hopkins & Beacom 2006; Aird et al. 2015) . Furthermore, a tight relation exists between the masses of central supermassive black holes and various properties of their galactic bulges (e.g., Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000) . Such empirical evidence clearly indicates a coevolution between galaxies and their supermassive black holes.
An important theoretical connection between AGN and galaxies is inferred from the comparison between models of galaxy formation and observed galaxy properties. The observed stellar mass function of galaxies, which traces the distribution of galaxies by stellar mass, shows a sharp cutoff at the high mass end relative to the dark matter halo mass function. Without some kind of feedback mechanism(s) releasing energy into the galaxy in the theoretical models, strong gas cooling in massive, luminous galaxies would lead to more galaxies being formed at the high mass / high luminosity end of the luminosity function than are observed (e.g., Benson et al. 2003) .
Most of the current successful models of galaxy formation (e.g. Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. , 2008 Debuhr et al. 2012) invoke AGN as the primary source of feedback in massive galaxies, in order to inject energy into the interstellar medium, regulate or quench star formation, and slow black hole growth. A key process for AGN feedback is AGN-driven outflows, in which the AGN produces a high-velocity wind that heats or sweeps up gas and drives them into the interstellar medium over distances comparable to the size of the galaxy, leading to the regulation and/or quenching of star formation. Although these models successfully produce the observed galaxy stellar mass function, they must be verified with observations. Therefore, it is a critical area of on-going research to observe and characterize AGN-driven outflows.
It is now evident that AGN-driven outflows are fairly common in the local Universe (z 1). Ionized outflows have long been known to manifest themselves in a blueshifted wing in the emission lines of AGN spectra (e.g. Weedman 1970) . The prevalence of these outflows are revealed by large spectroscopic surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). Using > 24000 AGN (L [OIII] ∼ 10 40 − 10 44 erg s −1 ) from SDSS, Mullaney et al. (2013) find signs of ionized outflows in the [OIII] λ5007 emission line profile in 17% of AGN, with outflow velocities between 600 and 2000 km s −1 . Zakamska & Greene (2014) also find widespread ionized outflows in >500 luminous AGN (L [OIII] ∼ 10 42 − 10 43 erg s −1 ) in SDSS, with outflow velocities of 400 to 4800 km s −1 . The fiber spectroscopy provided by SDSS does not allow for measurements of the physical extent of the outflows, which can be determined by follow-up integral field spectroscopy (IFS) observations. Using IFS, the physical extent of the outflows in very luminous AGN (L [OIII] 10 42 erg s −1 ) are shown to be ∼ 6 to 19 kpc, comparable to the size of the host galaxies (e.g. Liu et al. 2013a; Harrison et al. 2014) . These studies show that galaxy-wide ionized outflows are relatively common among the most luminous AGN in the local Universe.
However, the crucial epoch to observe AGN-driven outflows is z ∼ 2, when the Universe was only a quarter of its current age. The cosmic black hole accretion and star formation densities both reach a maximum at z ∼ 2, before gradually declining by about a factor of 10 to the present-day values (e.g. Aird et al. 2015) . Not only are AGN-driven outflows expected to be more prevalent at this epoch of peak black hole accretion activity, their relation to the subsequent decline of cosmic star formation density is of particular interest in understanding the role of AGN feedback in the regulation and quenching of star formation. Therefore, it is a key cosmic time to observe and characterize AGN-driven outflows and investigate their impact on their host galaxies.
Observations of AGN-driven outflows at this epoch of peak activity level in the Universe remain limited. Many of the studies in the existing literature at z ∼ 2 are focused on small samples of extreme sources. Some early results include Nesvadba et al. (2008) , which finds outflows in three powerful radio-loud AGN in very massive galaxies. Harrison et al. (2012) finds energetic galaxywide outflows in a sample of 8 z ∼ 2 AGN-hosting ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs), which are galaxies with elevated star formation activity. Powerful outflows have also been found in a study of 10 z ∼ 1.5 luminous quasars Perna et al. 2015) , which are the most luminous members of the AGN population (L bol 10 45 erg s −1 ). These studies consist of special subclasses of AGN, which are not representative of the much larger AGN population. In order to investigate how AGN feedback affects galaxy evolution in the wider picture, a study using a more complete sample of AGN is necessary.
Recent studies using larger samples of a few tens of AGN report evidence of prevalent AGN-driven outflows. Harrison et al. (2016) study [OIII] in a sample of 54 Xray selected AGN (L X ∼ 10 42 − 10 45 erg s −1 ) at somewhat lower redshifts of z ∼ 1.1 − 1.7 and find that a second kinematic component is detected in 35% of the [OIII]-detected AGN, while ∼ 50% have line widths > 600km s −1 , with a maximum line width of ∼1000 km s −1 . The largest sample at z ∼ 2 to date is from Genzel et al. (2014) , where the Hα and [NII] line profiles are used to find signs of outflows in the nuclear region (radius < 2.5 kpc) of 34 out of 110 star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1 − 3, 18 of which are confirmed AGN (L AGN ∼ 10 44 − 10 46 erg s −1 ). With outflow velocities of 300 to 1300 km s −1 , the estimated mass outflow rates (though very uncertain) are comparable to the star formation rates (SFR) of the host galaxies, suggesting the outflows may be capable of ejecting sufficient gas to quench star formation in the host galaxies.
It is important to test these results with a larger and more representative sample of AGN at z ∼ 2. Moreover, to better constrain and characterize the kinematics of the outflows, it is important to have simultaneous measurement of Hβ, [OIII] , Hα and [NII] ; [OIII] is especially useful, as it is unlikely affected by any potential AGN broad line emission. The commissioning of the MOS-FIRE multi-object spectrograph (McLean et al. 2010 (McLean et al. , 2012 on the 10-meter Keck I telescope provides great opportunities to systematically study AGN-driven outflows at high redshift. It is now possible to simultaneously obtain rest-frame optical spectra for a large number of sources at high redshift. In this study, we make use of data from the MOSFIRE Deep Evolution Field (MOS-DEF) survey , a recently-completed four year near-infrared spectroscopic survey using MOS-FIRE. With MOSDEF, we have obtained rest-frame optical spectra of ∼ 1500 galaxies in 1.4 < z < 3.8, including more than 100 AGN. These rest-frame optical spectra cover important emission lines for characterising AGN and AGN-driven outflows, including Hβ, [OIII] , Hα and [NII] . The spectroscopic targets in the survey are selected to a fixed H-band magnitude, roughly corresponding to a threshold in stellar mass. These selection criteria result in a more representative sample of galaxies that is not biased towards high SFRs. Moreover, AGN in this study are identified using multi-wavelength data (see Section 2), which minimizes AGN selection biases Azadi et al. 2017) . This provides us with a large sample consisting of more typical AGN in more representative galaxies, allowing us to investigate the effects of AGN-driven outflows in the general AGN population.
In this paper we present the results using data from the first two years of the MOSDEF survey. In Section 2 we describe the survey and our AGN sample; in Section 3 we report our detection and analysis of outflows among our AGN; in Section 4 we discuss the implications of our results. We conclude in Section 5.
OBSERVATIONS AND AGN SAMPLE
In this section we describe the dataset used in this study and the methods employed to identify AGN at various wavelengths. We also outline how we estimate host galaxy properties using SED fitting.
The MOSDEF Survey
In this study we use data from the first two years of the MOSDEF survey , which makes use of the MOSFIRE spectrograph (McLean et al. 2010 (McLean et al. , 2012 on the Keck I telescope. In the first two years of observations, a total of 713 targets were observed, 555 of which yielded a reliable redshift. With the complete MOSDEF survey, we have obtained moderate-resolution (R = 3000 − 3650) rest-frame optical spectra of ∼ 1500 galaxies and AGN at 1.4 z 3.8 in three well-studied CANDELS fields (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011) : AEGIS, COSMOS and GOODS-N. Data were obtained for three masks in two additional CANDELS fields, GOODS-S and UDS, because our primary target fields were not visible during a portion of a few of the observed nights. All of the MOSDEF targets are covered by the 3D-HST survey (Skelton et al. 2014) . Full technical details of the design and observations of the MOS-DEF survey can be found in Kriek et al. (2015) . MOS-DEF targets are selected within three redshift intervals, 1.37 ≤ z ≤ 1.70, 2.09 ≤ z ≤ 2.61 and 2.95 ≤ z ≤ 3.80, such that the brightest rest-frame optical emission lines lie within atmospheric windows. This allows coverage of the Hβ, [OIII], Hα and [NII] emission lines in the lower and middle redshift intervals, and Hβ and [OIII] in the higher redshift interval.
Targets are prioritized according to weights determined by their H-band (F160W) magnitudes and redshifts in the 3D-HST catalogs (Skelton et al. 2014) , with emphasis given to brighter galaxies and galaxies within the middle redshift interval (2.09 ≤ z ≤ 2.61). Targets are selected down to limiting H-band magnitudes of 24.0, 24.5 and 25.0 for the lower, middle and higher redshift intervals, respectively. We assign higher targeting priority to galaxies that are known to host AGN, identified in advance by X-ray emission and/or red IRAC colors. In addition, AGN are identified in the MOSDEF spectra using rest-frame optical diagnostics. The identification of AGN in the MOSDEF survey is described below; full details are discussed in Azadi et al. (2017) .
2.2. X-ray AGN Sample X-ray AGN were identified prior to the MOSDEF slitmasks design using deep Chandra X-ray imaging in the survey fields. The depth of the Chandra data used is 160 ks in COSMOS, 2 Ms in GOODS-N, 4 Ms in GOODS-S and 800 ks in AEGIS. These correspond to hard band (2-10 keV) flux limits of 1.8×10 −15 , 2.8×10 −16 , 1.6×10
and 5.0 × 10 −16 ergs s −1 cm −2 , respectively. The X-ray data from all the fields were reduced and analyzed according to the prescription in Laird et al. (2009 , see also Georgakakis et al. 2014 Nandra et al. 2015) . For point source detection, a false probability threshold of 4 × 10 −6 was adopted. Each source must be detected in at least one of the four bands: soft (0.5-2 keV), hard (2-7 keV), ultrahard (4-7 keV) and full (0.5-7 keV). Then the X-ray sources were matched to sources detected at IRAC, NIR and optical wavelengths using the likelihood ratio method (see Ciliegi et al. 2003 Ciliegi et al. , 2005 Brusa et al. 2007; Luo et al. 2010 ) to identify secure multiwavelength counterparts. (See Aird et al. 2015 for details.) The resulting catalogs were then matched to the closest source within 1 in the 3D-HST catalogs used for MOSDEF target selection. These X-ray sources were given higher priority in MOSDEF target selection.
For the X-ray sources observed by MOSDEF and for which a redshift was determined, the 2-10 keV restframe X-ray luminosity was estimated from the hard or soft band fluxes. Luminosity estimates assume a simple power-law spectrum with photon index Γ = 1.9 and Galactic absorption only. Our hard band detection threshold approximately corresponds to an X-ray luminosity limit of L 2−10keV ≈ 1.3−15.1×10 42 erg s −1 across the four fields. The luminosity estimates should be reasonable since at the MOSDEF redshift range (z > 1.4), a relatively large absorption column density (N H 10 23 cm −2 ) is required to significantly suppress the observed flux, even in the soft band. Of the 28 X-ray AGN observed in the first two years of the MOSDEF survey with a secure derived redshift, 22 are detected in the hard band, with L 2−10keV spanning ∼ 10 43 − 10 45 erg s −1 . All 28 X-ray AGN are included in this study.
IR AGN Sample
Although deep X-ray surveys are a highly reliable means of selecting AGN, X-ray photons can be significantly absorbed at high column densities (e.g. N H 10 23 cm −2 ), weakening their efficiency in identifying heavily obscured AGN. The MIR wavelengths can potentially be used to identify such AGN, as high-energy photons from the AGN are absorbed and re-radiated by dust at the MIR wavelengths.
It is common to use the unique MIR colors of AGN to identify infrared AGN (IR AGN) using IRAC data from Spitzer (e.g. Lacy et al. 2004; Stern et al. 2005) . For MOSDEF, we make use of the IRAC color criteria from Donley et al. (2012) to select IR AGN. These criteria were designed to limit contamination from star forming galaxies at high redshift (z ∼ 3), resulting in a pure AGN sample, and were used by Azadi et al. (2017) for the MOSDEF survey.
We use IRAC fluxes reported in the 3D-HST catalogs (Skelton et al. 2014) , and select IR AGN following the Donley et al. (2012) criteria in IRAC color-color space:
Conditions 5, 6 and 7 are slightly relaxed to include sources satisfying these conditions within 1σ uncertainties of their IRAC fluxes. Condition 3 is also relaxed to include one source falling marginally outside this condition but satisfying all the others and having colors far from any star-forming galaxies in the MOSDEF sample. 27 IR AGN are selected in the data from the first two years of MOSDEF in this way; 9 of these IR AGN are also identified through X-ray imaging as described in Section 2.2.
2.4. Optical AGN Sample Apart from the 46 X-ray and/or IR AGN identified prior to target selection as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we additionally identify AGN optically using emission line ratios derived from the MOSDEF rest-frame optical spectra. For the 555 MOSDEF sources from the first two years that have a reliable redshift, as described in Azadi et al. (2017) Sources above the Kauffmann et al. (2003) demarcation line in the BPT diagram are selected as optical AGN for the purposes of this study, as at low redshift sources above this line are considered likely to have an AGN contribution to their optical spectra. At high redshifts, star-forming galaxies are known to be offset from SDSS star-forming galaxies in the BPT diagram (e.g. Shapley et al. 2015; Sanders et al. 2016) . In the MOSDEF survey, this offset is observed only for galaxies in the lower stellar mass half of the sample (M * < 10 10 M ) , while most of the AGN identified in the MOSDEF have stellar masses of M * > 10 10 M . Previous MOSDEF AGN papers Azadi et al. 2017 ) used the Meléndez et al. (2014) demarcation line in the BPT digram to identify optical AGN, as it balances contamination by star-forming galaxies and completeness of the AGN sample in our survey. In this study, the aim is to select sources with at least some AGN contribution instead of pure AGN, as the presence of any AGN activity may suffice to drive an outflow and provide feedback. Therefore, an AGN sample as complete as possible is preferred, even if it has some contamination. The use of the Kauffmann et al. (2003) line instead of the Meléndez et al. (2014) line results in nine additional sources being identified as potential AGN. This relative increase in the total number of AGN is consistent with the inital MOS-DEF sample presented in Coil et al. (2015) , who show that at z ∼ 2 sources in the BPT diagram on average are offset high by ∼ 0.1 dex compared to low redshift samples. This small shift implies that the Kauffmann et al. (2003) demarcation line should be fairly reliable for our sample, if possibly somewhat contaminated. Using this criterion, we have selected 21 optical-only AGN in addition to the 46 AGN selected through X-ray and/or IR emission. This results in a total of 67 X-ray, IR and/or optical AGN in our sample.
Stellar Masses and Star Formation Rates
We estimate the stellar masses and SFR of our sources by fitting their spectral energy distributions (SED, full details are described in Azadi et al. 2017 ). We use multiwavelength photometric data from the 3D-HST catalogs (Skelton et al. 2014) and fit the data with the FAST SED fitting code (Kriek et al. 2009 ), adopting the FSPS stellar population synthesis model (Conroy et al. 2009 ) and the Chabrier (2003) initial mass function. The star formation history is parametrized by a delayed exponentially declining model, where SFR(t) ∝ te −t/τ , τ being the characteristic star formation timescale. Dust attenuation is described by the Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation curve.
The SEDs of AGN may include a red power law in the MIR and/or a blue power law in the UV (e.g. Koratkar & Blaes 1999; Donley et al. 2012) . The majority of the AGN in our sample are type 2 (only six have a broad component), such that the optical light is dominated by the host galaxy. To account for the potential contribution to the SED from the AGN, we subtract a UV and/or an IR power law from the observed photometric data, as described in Azadi et al. (2017) . Power law templates spanning a range of slopes and normalizations are created and subtracted from the observed photometric data before fitting the power-law subtracted photometry with FAST. We accept the fit with the smallest χ 2 as the best fit. We create a blue power law at rest-frame wavelengths < 1 µm and a red power law at rest-frame wavelengths > 1 µm. The normalization of the blue and red power laws can vary from 0 to 1 times of the fluxes in the U and IRAC channel 3 (5.8µm) bands, respectively. The spectral indices of the blue and red power laws can vary from 0 to 0.5 and -5 to -0.5, respectively (slightly modified from values in Ivezić et al. 2002; Donley et al. 2012 ). The power law subtraction results in an average 0.13 dex decrease in the SFR and an average 0.03 dex decrease in the stellar mass of the AGN host galaxies.
OUTFLOW DETECTION AND ANALYSIS
In this section we report the methods used to detect outflows and their properties, including their kinematics, optical line ratios, and physical extent in the MOSDEF data. The thin gray lines show the observed spectra; the solid blue curves show the best-fit narrow-line components; the dashed cyan curves show the best-fit broad-line components; the red curves show the best-fit outflow components; and the thick magenta curves show the best-fit total emission line profiles. Each panel is scaled to arbitrary units. emission line model with an outflow component is preferred, with the null hypothesis of a single component rejected at a p-value less than 0.01. Of the six AGN with a broad-line component, we detect a significant outflow component in only one source, COSMOS 15286.
To reduce the chance of a false detection potentially due to overfitting noise in the spectra, we further tighten our outflow selection criteria by selecting only those AGN satisfying the following conditions:
1. S/N > 3 for both the narrow-line and outflow components for at least one of the Hβ, [OIII]λ5008, [NII]λ6585 and/or Hα emission lines;
2. a velocity shift between the outflow and narrow-line components of > 20 km s −1 , roughly corresponding to the spectral resolution.
The first criterion is required because of the larger number of sky lines in our observed NIR wavelengths, so it is common for one or more sky lines to affect these emission lines. A total of 19 outflow candidates satisfy these more stringent criteria; their 1D spectra are shown in Figures  1 and 2 , with the best-fit models overlaid.
On-going galaxy merger events can disturb the gas kinematics in galaxies and could result in a second kinematic component in the spectra that appear similar to that from an outflow. While it is entirely possible that outflows can happen during a merger phase, kinematically-disturbed gas from the merger event can contaminate the measurement of the kinematics of the outflows in mergers. As our aim is to use the MOSDEF spectra to characterize the outflowing gas, we remove sources which are potentially undergoing merger events from our sample, in order to avoid potential contamination from disturbed gas that is not outflowing.
We identify potential mergers in the sample using the HST images of each source observed in the F160W and F606W bands. Source features suggesting the presence of double nuclei are considered potential mergers. We consider a source to have indication of double nuclei when two distinct peaks in brightness are separated by less than ∼ 1 (corresponding to ∼ 8 kpc at z ∼ 2).
13 of the 19 outflow candidates are classified as nonmergers, and their HST images in the F160W band are shown in Figure 3 . Most of these outflow candidates exhibit a fairly round morphology, without multiple distinct peaks in brightness. The morphology of AEGIS 17664 is highly elongated with some brightness variation but is not separable into multiple distinct peaks. This specific morphology is likely produced by an edgeon disk, therefore we include this source in our outflow sample. The elongated morphology of AEGIS 17754 also suggests an edge-on disk. A total of six sources are found to contain possible double nuclei and are excluded from our outflow sample; the F160W HST images of these sources are shown in Figure 4 . Although the F160W image of GOODS-N 9766 shows a point-like morphology, its F606W image clearly shows a ring morphology (see Coil et al. 2015) , so it is considered a potential merger. After excluding potential mergers, there are 13 AGN with identified outflows, out of a total of 67 AGN, corresponding to 19% of the full AGN sample. As all MOSDEF targets with a reliable redshift have been fit using the same emission line fitting procedure described above to identify optical AGN, we can compare the incidence of outflows detected in the emission line spectra of AGN and galaxies in our sample. A significant outflow component satisfying the criteria detailed in Section 3.1 is detected in 21 out of the 457 galaxies used in this study. After excluding potential mergers upon inspection of their HST images, there are a total of 8 galaxies with outflows detected in emission, corresponding to 1.8% of the total galaxy sample. These sources could potentially be AGN which are missed by our identification. In particular, two of the galaxies with outflows do not have coverage of Hα and [NII], preventing us from performing optical AGN identification. With an incidence rate of 19%, outflows detected in emission are therefore identified in MOSDEF at a rate ∼10 times higher for galaxies with a detected AGN than for inactive galaxies. While outflows are commonly detected in absorption in star-forming galaxies at similar redshifts (e.g. ), our results here provide a direct comparison of the detection rate of outflows in emission in AGN and inactive galaxies. This factor of 10 difference indicates that the outflows are likely AGN-driven (we return to this point in Section 4.5).
Detection of Outflows in Galaxies

Kinematics
By definition in our detection algorithm, all of the outflow components have a velocity centroid that is blueshifted relative to the narrow-line component (though the outflow may have some emission that is redshifted relative to the narrow-line emission, e.g., COS-MOS 10421). The velocity offset between the centroids of the narrow-line and outflow components ∆v ranges from ∼ −30 to −500 km s −1 , with a median of ∼ −270 km s −1 , while the FWHM of the outflow components ranges from ∼100 to 1300 km s −1 , with a median of ∼ 500 km s −1 . The FWHM values reported are deconvolved with the instrumental resolution, as determined from sky lines (see Section 2.4). Figure 5 (left panel) shows the distribution of FWHM versus ∆v. In general, outflows with high velocity shifts (∆v) have relatively high FWHM, though outflows with high FWHM do not necessarily have high velocity shifts. Similar findings in SDSS AGN are also reported in Woo et al. (2016) .
The velocity shift ∆v, which shows the average projected line-of-sight velocity of the outflowing gas, depends on the geometry of the outflow and the extinction by dust in the galaxy, and does not directly reflect the bulk velocity of the outflowing gas. The actual bulk velocity of the outflow is better represented by the maximum projected velocity, corresponding to the most blueshifted part of the emission line profile. As the S/N of the spectrum at this location may be low, we estimate this maximum velocity by v max = |∆v| + FWHM/2 (e.g. Rupke et al. 2005; Harrison et al. 2012 ). Figure 5 (right panel) shows the distribution of maximum velocity in our sample, which ranges from ∼ 300 to 1000 km s −1 , with a median of ∼ 540 km s −1 . We have also considered other kinematic measures such as the non-parametric line width containing 80% of the flux (w 80 , see e.g. Zakamska & Greene 2014; Harrison et al. 2016 ). However, this measure depends on the flux ratio between the narrow-line and outflow components, which can vary among different emission lines, giving different results for different lines. While studies that use this measure often have only one emission line available, we simultaneously fit the [OIII], Hα, [NII] and Hβ emission lines in this study. For our dataset, the kinematic measures from our simultaneous fit results, utilizing information in all the emission lines, provide a more consistent and better constrained measurement of the gas kinematics. For completeness, we compare the ratio of w 80 in [OIII] to v max in our outflow sample. Using our simultaneous fit results to calculate w 80 in [OIII] , it is very consistent with v max , having a ratio of 1.05 ± 0.28. If we calculate w 80 in [OIII] by fitting the [OIII] line alone, the ratio slightly increases to 1.35 ± 0.47, but is still consistent with unity given the variance.
Line Ratios
The unique dataset obtained by the MOSDEF survey, which provides simultaneous coverage of all of the required optical emission lines at z ∼ 2, allows us to probe the excitation mechanism of the narrow-line and outflow emission with the optical diagnostic BPT diagram (Baldwin et al. 1981; Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987) . The excitation mechanism of the individual gas components allows us to test the picture of the quenching of star formation by AGN-driven outflows. If there is increased excitation by star formation in the outflowing gas component, it will argue against the idea that the outflows are AGNdriven and these outflows quench star formation. Figure  6 shows the [NII] BPT diagrams for the narrow-line (left) and outflow (right) components of each of our AGN with outflows. The Hα and Hβ fluxes of the narrow-line emission are corrected for Balmer absorption in the galaxy. Sources with S/N<3 in one or both of the line ratios are shown with 3σ limits. Also shown are histograms for log([OIII]/Hβ) and log([NII]/Hα), which include sources where only one of the line ratios is significant.
Compared with the narrow-line components, the line ratios for the outflow components are shifted towards the AGN region in this diagram. All of the outflow component line ratios lie above the Kauffmann et al. (2003) line, indicating a likely contribution from AGN in their excitation. For the narrow-line ratios, only two sources lie above the maximum starburst line of Kewley et al. (2013b) , in contrast to four sources using the outflow components. This indicates that the excitation of the outflow emission is dominated by AGN rather than star formation for the bulk of the AGN outflows. The outflows are unlikely excited by shocks alone, but it is possible to explain the observed line ratios with a combination of shocks and stellar radiation (e.g. Kewley et al. 2013a; Newman et al. 2014) . Given that these sources have known AGN, it is most likely that the gas is photoionized by the AGN. It is worth noting that many of the narrow line components are in the "composite" region between the Kauffmann et al. (2003) and Kewley et al. (2013b) lines. We will return to the BPT diagram in Section 4.7 to discuss the lack of positive AGN feedback observed.
Physical Extent
One of the key properties of AGN-driven outflows is their physical extent, which is crucial information needed to determine the impact outflows have on their host galaxies and whether they can successfully expel gas out of the halo of the galaxy and quench star formation. With the slit spectra from MOSDEF, we have spatial information along the slit direction, allowing us to determine the physical extent of the outflows in one spatial direction. To investigate the potential presence of physically extended emission, we create spatial profiles from the 2D spectra for the narrow-line and outflow components for the [OIII]λ5008 and Hα emission lines, as well as for the continuum. We first select narrow-line or outflow dominated wavelength ranges, using the wavelength range within 2σ of the central wavelength where the narrow-line or outflow flux from the 1D Gaussian fit is higher than all other components combined. The continuum is selected in wavelength ranges far from emission lines. We then sum the fluxes in the 2D spectra along the wavelength axis within the specific wavelength range to create spatial profiles for each component: narrow-line, outflow, and continuum.
To quantify the physical extent of the emission in each Table 1. component, we fit a single Gaussian function to each spatial profile. The difference between the Gaussian centroids of the narrow-line and outflow components, |∆x|, will give the projected spatial offset between the narrowline region and the outflows. The width of each Gaussian is deconvolved from the seeing, measured from the star observed on every MOSDEF mask. An outflow is resolved if the deconvolved width of the outflow component is significantly non-zero (more than three times its uncertainty). We combine these two measurements to estimate the full physical extent of the outflow from the center of the narrow-line region. We define r 10 as |∆x| + FWTM/2, where FWTM is the full width at 1/10 of the maximum of the outflow component.
The spatial profile measurements are shown in Table  2 . Six sources have their outflow component spatially offset from the narrow-line component in at least one of the emission lines while seven are resolved. Eight sources have a significantly non-zero r 10 , ranging from 2.5 to 11.0 kpc. Figures 7 and 8 show the 2D spectra and spatial profiles of the [OIII]λ5008 and Hα emission lines for the sources with significantly non-zero r 10 . We measure r 10 for both the [OIII] and Hα emission lines because often one of the lines is impacted by a sky line. In the cases where r 10 is well measured in both lines, the spatial extent in the two lines generally agrees, with the [OIII] extent ranging from ∼ 0.7 − 1.5 that in Hα. 3.6. COSMOS 11223 Among the AGN with outflows, COSMOS 11223 is particularly interesting, as this source has two significant outflow components at different velocities. It is the only source in our sample where the best fit requires more than one outflow component. Figure 9 shows the 1D and 2D spectra of this source, along with the HST F160W image and the spatial profile.
The slower outflow has a velocity offset of -253 km s −1 and a FWHM of 580 km s The detection at two wavelengths indicates that it is not a chance projection of a single emission line from a source at another redshift. This outflow is not detected at [NII] , as there is a sky line at this wavelength, but it is detected at Hα (S/N=5). On the BPT diagram, the slower outflow is not detected in either Hβ or [NII] , such that it can not be placed on the BPT diagram. The faster outflow is detected in one of the lines in both line ratios, resulting in a limit that lies just below the Kewley et al. (2013b) demarcation line, and is labelled "14" in Figure 6 .
In terms of spatial extent, the slower outflow is not significantly resolved or offset from the narrow-line region in this source, but the faster outflow is both resolved and offset. It has the largest physical extent of any outflow in our sample, r 10 =11.0 kpc in [OIII] . The HST F160W, F814W, and F606W images all show faint extended emission in the direction of the outflow as detected on the MOSDEF slit. The HST images show a faint nearby source (COSMOS 10856) located 1.6 away from COSMOS 11223 (see Figure 9 ). This nearby source is outside of the MOSDEF slit, but its projected position along the MOSDEF slit is somewhat similar to the position of the spatially extended outflow component. In the 3D-HST catalog (Momcheva et al. 2015; Brammer et al. 2012) , this nearby source has a grism redshift estimate of z = 0.52 − 0.63 and a photometric redshift estimate of z = 0.81 − 0.90, within the 95% confidence intervals. There is no current spectroscopic redshift available for this source, such that we can not strictly rule out the possibility of a tidal interaction between this source and COSMOS 11223, if they are at the same redshift. We are in the process of conducting Keck/OSIRIS integral field spectroscopy follow-up of this source, to better determine the nature of this very extended outflow.
4. DISCUSSION 4.1. Outflow incidence In our sample of 67 X-ray, IR, and/or optically-selected AGN at z ∼ 2, outflows are identified in 13 (19%) of the AGN (after removing likely on-going mergers). In the 457 non-AGN MOSDEF galaxies, only 8 (1.8%) outflows are detected. The outflow incidence detected in the MOSDEF AGN sample is similar to that found at z ∼ 0 by Mullaney et al. (2013) using broad [OIII] emission, who find outflow signatures in 17% of > 24000 opticallyselected AGN in SDSS. The incidence of outflows in AGN at z ∼ 2 is at least as high as that at z ∼ 0. As shown below in Section 4.3, the detection rate of outflows in our sample correlates with the signal-to-noise ratio of the [OIII] emission line. Therefore, in general, the incidence rate found here should be treated as a lower limit on the true outflow incidence. 
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4.2.
Correlation with host galaxy properties AGN-driven outflows are commonly believed to affect the evolution of their host galaxies, in particular by quenching star formation in galaxies in the high mass end of the stellar mass function (Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. , 2008 Debuhr et al. 2012 ). Therefore, it is informative to study the correlation between the incidence of AGN outflows with their host galaxy properties such as stellar mass and SFR. Figure 10 (left panel) shows the distribution of SFR versus stellar mass (see Section 2.5) for all of the galaxies (shown in contours), AGN (blue filled circles), and AGN with outflows (red filled circles) in the sample used here. The star formation main sequence for MOSDEF galaxies found by Shivaei et al. (2015) : log SFR/M yr −1 = 0.8 log(M * /M ) − 6.79 (8) is also shown (magenta line). The upper right and lower right panels of Figure 10 show the distributions of stellar mass and SFR, respectively, of all AGN and AGN with outflows in our sample. Outflows are detected in AGN spanning stellar masses of 10 10 − 10 11.5 M . A two-sample KS test on the distributions of stellar masses for AGN with and without outflows returns a p-value of 0.4 for the null hypothesis that the two distributions are the same. Therefore, no significant trend of outflow incidence with host stellar mass is observed. Similarly, the distribution of SFR with respect to the main sequence is similar for AGN with and without detected outflows. Genzel et al. (2014) use a sample of 44 star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2 to report a strong stellar massdependent incidence of detected outflows observed in emission that increases with stellar mass at least as much as the incidence of AGN within the galaxy sample. They imply that the outflows are predominantly driven by AGN and that there is therefore a strong stellar massdependence to the incidence of AGN-driven outflows. However, Genzel et al. (2014) do not first create a sample of AGN and then identify outflows within that AGN sample; they start with a sample of star-forming galaxies and identify outflows and AGN within that galaxy sample. This means that they cannot measure the incidence of AGN-driven outflows within the AGN population, as we do here.
Additionally, there is a well-known selection bias that leads to AGN in higher mass galaxies being more likely to be identified, while the true incidence of AGN in galaxies is fairly independent of stellar mass (Aird et al. 2012 ). This implies that if outflows are more likely to be identified in AGN (as we find here), which are preferentially identified in higher mass galaxies (and seen by both Genzel et al. 2014 and in MOSDEF by Azadi et al. 2017) , then it will appear that outflows are more common in higher mass galaxies, many of which host AGN (as seen by Genzel et al. 2014 ). However, it does not mean that AGN-driven outflows are actually more common in high mass galaxies, and it does not imply that there is a stellar mass dependence to the incidence of AGN-driven outflows. Therefore our result that the incidence of detected outflows within a sample of AGN does not show a strong mass dependence is not in conflict with the data presented in Genzel et al. (2014) .
It is also interesting to note that we find that the incidence AGN outflows at z ∼ 2 does not appear to depend on the host SFR with respect to the main sequence. This suggests that the incidence of AGN-driven outflows is uniform among high mass galaxies (M * > 10 10 M ) re-gardless of their SFR, and could be taken to imply that the presence of AGN-driven outflows does not quench star formation. However, different methods used to estimate SFR are sensitive to star formation on different timescales, and the method of SED fitting used in this study reflects star formation over the relatively long timescale of the last 10 8 years (e.g. Kennicutt 1998) , such that the instantaneous SFR could differ. Therefore, the measured SFR may reflect the SFR in the past rather than the immediate effect of the outflows on the galaxies. Theoretical work (e.g. Di Matteo et al. 2005; AntonuccioDelogu & et al. 2010 ) predicts that the timescale for quenching due to AGN outflows is ∼ 10 8 yrs, meaning that the effect of AGN outflows on the host galaxies may not be observable at the time when the outflow is detected or when the SFR is measured.
Correlation with [OIII] luminosity and S/N
One method that may provide hints of the driving mechanism of the outflows is to look for correlations between outflow properties and the AGN luminosity. A common proxy for the AGN bolometric luminosity
where L AGN and L [OIII] are related by a constant bolometric correction factor (e.g. 600 in Kauffmann & Heckman 2009 ). As we have [OIII] luminosities for all AGN in our sample, but we do not necessarily have X-ray luminosities or IR luminosities that are dominated by light from the AGN itself (as opposed to the host galaxy), we compare the incidence of outflows with L [OIII] . While L [OIII] can be affected by contamination from star formation in the host galaxy, Azadi et al. (2017) estimate that on average only ∼ 30% of the [OIII] light in AGN in the MOSDEF sample may be due to star formation. However, the comparison between outflow incidence and L [OIII] may be complicated by the fact that sources with a higher L [OIII] also tend to have a higher signal-to-noise ratio, which could potentially lead to an easier detection of an outflow in the spectra. As a result, one must take into account the signal-to-noise ratio when looking for any such correlations with L [OIII] .
The values of L [OIII] we use are corrected for dust reddening. To determine the correction factor, we calculate the color excess from the Balmer decrement and combine this with the value of the MOSDEF dust attenuation curve at 5008Å . The corrected L [OIII] is on average increased by 0.17 dex for the AGN in our sample (see Azadi et al. 2017) . Figure 11 shows the distribution of L [OIII] versus signal-to-noise ratio in the [OIII] line, for all AGN and for AGN with outflows. There is a higher incidence rate of detected outflows in AGN with higher L [OIII] , but a similar trend is also observed in the signal-to-noise ratio. At a given signal-to-noise ratio, outflows appear to be observed slightly more commonly in those with higher L [OIII] , but the difference is not significant. Therefore, the correlation of the incidence of AGN outflows with L [OIII] cannot be tested in our sample due to its coupling with the signal-to-noise ratio. We also compare the outflow velocity with L [OIII] with no clear trend observed, which is consistent with other AGN outflow studies (e.g. Harrison et al. 2014) .
Our results show that the signal-to-noise ratio is an important factor in the detection of outflows, which must be taken into account when comparing outflow incidence with L [OIII] . Moreover, high velocity (∼ 1000 km s −1 ) outflows are found to occur in AGN across a range of L [OIII] .
4.4.
Correlation with X-ray, IR and optical AGN identification In the MOSDEF survey, AGN are identified through X-ray, IR and optical selection techniques, which are described in detail in Section 2. It is known that different identification methods present biases in both the AGN and host properties, and such biases in the MOSDEF sample are discussed in Azadi et al. (2017) . In particular, they show that optical AGN identification is possibly biased towards galaxies with higher dust content, while IR AGN identification may be biased towards galaxies with lower dust content in the MOSDEF sample. This selection bias may help constrain the driver of the outflow since it has been proposed that the radiation pressure on dust grains can lead to galaxy-wide outflows and boost the outflow velocity to ∼ 1000 − 2000 km s −1 for both AGN or starburst-driven winds (e.g. Murray et al. 2005; Thompson et al. 2015) . Therefore, the incidence of outflows in AGN identified at different wavelengths may reveal information about the potential mechanism(s) driving these outflows.
We analyze the dependence of the incidence of outflows detected in our sample and the identification wavelength of the AGN. Outflows are somewhat more commonly detected among X-ray AGN (9/36, 25% ± 8%), compared to non-X-ray AGN (4/31, 13% ± 6%). Similarly, the outflow detection rate is higher among optical AGN (11/45, 24% ± 7%) than non-optical AGN (2/22, 9% ± 6%). There is no difference in the outflow detection rate between IR AGN (5/27, 19%±8%) and non-IR AGN (8/40, 20% ± 7%). We note that AGN can be identified at multiple wavelengths; Azadi et al. (2017) report the overlap and uniqueness of AGN selection at each wavelength in the MOSDEF survey.
The slightly higher outflow incidence in X-ray and/or optical AGN may be due to their bias towards being detected more often in higher mass galaxies. It is interesting to note that optically-selected AGN, which reside in more dusty host galaxies in the MOSDEF survey, have a slightly higher outflow incidence than non-optical AGN. However, no difference is observed between IR AGN and non-IR AGN. Therefore, we cannot establish a significant relation between the incidence of outflows and the dust content of the galaxy or near the AGN, which may be expected if radiation pressure on dust grains is a key component of the physical driving mechanism of these winds. We note that IR AGN in MOSDEF are found to reside in host galaxies which are less dusty on the whole, although there may be more dust in the vicinity of the AGN to allow for IR detection. Nevertheless, one should be cautious about these conclusions as the current sample size is small. The full MOSDEF sample will provide better statistics to further investigate these questions.
Mass and energy outflow rates
To understand the drivers of these outflows and their potential impact on the evolution of their host galaxies, it is crucial to estimate the mass and energy carried by the outflows. Unfortunately, deriving accurate estimates of the mass and energy of the outflows can be challenging as it requires precise knowledge of the outflow geometry and kinematics, as well as the properties of the interstellar medium and the physical state of the gas in the outflow. Nevertheless, first-order estimates of the mass and energy of the outflows are informative to verify the consistency of the proposed picture of AGN-driven outflows quenching star formation. Two common methods used in the literature to perform such estimates (e.g. Nesvadba et al. 2006 Nesvadba et al. , 2008 Harrison et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2013b; Harrison et al. 2014 ) are employed and described below.
The first method, referred to as Method 1 thereafter, estimates the outflow mass by counting the number of recombining hydrogen atoms. Assuming purely photoionized gas with 'Case B' recombination with an intrinsic line ratio of Hα/Hβ= 2.9 and an electron temperature of T = 10 4 K, following Osterbrock & Ferland (2006) and Nesvadba et al. (2006 Nesvadba et al. ( , 2011 , the mass of the ionized gas in the outflow can be expressed as , (9) where L Hα is the Hα luminosity and n e is the electron density of the ionized gas. Equivalently, the mass of the ionized gas in the outflow can be expressed in terms of the Hβ luminosity as -The ratio of the kinetic energy rates in the outflow to the AGN luminosity versus the ratio of the observed mass outflow rates to the maximum mass outflow rates that could be provided by stellar feedback, given the SFR of the host galaxy (see Hopkins et al. 2012 ). The left panel shows lower limits determined using Method 1, as described in the text, while the right panel shows average values of Methods 1 and 2. The shaded area at the top indicates where the kinetic energy outflow rates exceed the AGN luminosity (such that AGN could not drive the outflows), while the shaded area on the right indicates where the observed mass outflow rates exceed the maximum mass outflow rates that could be due to stellar feedback (such that stars could not drive the outflows).
where L Hβ is the Hβ luminosity. In 11 of the 14 outflows (we separate the two outflows detected in COSMOS 11223), both Hα and Hβ are measured. For all of these outflows, the signal-to-noise in Hα is higher than that in Hβ, so Equation 9 is used. Equation 9 is also used for GOODS-N 8482, where only Hα is measured. Only Hβ is available in UDS 6055, and equation 10 is used. Neither Hα nor Hβ is measured in AEGIS 31250, so no mass estimate is calculated. In our sample, the ionized masses for the same source obtained from Equations 9 and 10 are in good agreement, differing by at most a factor of five.
The electron density of the outflow is not directly measured in MOSDEF as the outflow component is not detectable in the relatively faint [SII] doublet. However, the median electron density in the star-forming regions of MOSDEF galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 is n e = 250 +128 −29 cm −3 (Sanders et al. 2016) . A recent study (Newman et al. 2012) suggests that the outflowing gas density is probably a factor of a few smaller than that of the star-forming gas. Therefore, we take the electron density of the outflow as n e = 100 cm −3 when calculating the ionized outflow mass in Equations 9 and 10. While there is uncertainty in this value, this is similar to the electron densities used in other studies of AGN outflows (e.g. Nesvadba et al. 2006 Nesvadba et al. , 2008 Liu et al. 2013b; Genzel et al. 2014; Harrison et al. 2014) , which lie between 80 and 500 cm −3 . Using this method, we obtain ionized outflowing gas masses of M gas = (0.1 − 10.1) × 10 8 M , with a median mass of 1.3 × 10 8 M . The kinetic energy of the ionized outflow can be estimated by
We use v gas = v max as defined in Section 3.3 for the outflow velocity. For our sources we obtain E kin = (0.2 − 16.7) × 10 56 erg, with a median energy of 3.7 × 10 56 erg. Then the mass outflow rate is obtained bẏ
The value of R gas is taken to be r 10 as defined in Section 3.5, which is the distance where the flux of the outflow as seen in emission drops to one tenth of the maximum value. The kinetic energy outflow rate is then given bẏ
We findṀ gas = 0.4 − 237.6 M yr −1 , with a median mass outflow rate of 19 M yr −1 . The kinetic energy outflow rate isĖ kin = (0.02 − 21.0) × 10 42 erg s −1 , with a median of 1.3 × 10 42 erg s −1 . Values of the mass and energy outflow rates for each sources are listed in Table 3. In the table, a subscript of "1" denotes values obtained by Method 1. As described below, Method 1 provides a lower limit on the mass and energy outflow rates. Note that these measurements are derived assuming n e = 100 cm −3 . Since the ionized gas mass in Method 1 is inversely proportional to the value of n e , any change in the value of n e will inversely change both the mass and energy outflow rates. For example, if the value of n e decreases by a factor of ten, the mass and energy outflow rates will increase by a factor of ten. However, our assumed value of n e = 100 cm −3 is most closely aligned with the literature and the observed data in MOSDEF.
The second method, referred to as Method 2 thereafter, considers an energy conserving bubble expanding into a uniform medium (e.g. Heckman et al. 1990; Nesvadba et al. 2006) . In this physical scenario, the energy outflow rate is estimated bẏ
where r is taken to be r 10 defined in Section 3.5, v is taken to be v max defined in Section 3.3 and n 0.5 , the ambient density in units of 0.5 cm −3 , is taken to be 1. Note that n 0.5 represents the density of the medium that the bubble expands into, not the density of the outflowing bubble itself. The mass outflow rate is then estimated
Using this method, we obtainṀ out = (0.02 − 45) × 10 3 M yr −1 , with a median of 3.6 × 10 3 M yr −1 . The energy outflow rate isĖ out = (0.02 − 22) × 10 44 erg s −1 , with a median of 3.5 × 10 44 erg s −1 . These values are obtained by assuming a commonly used ambient density of n 0.5 = 1 (e.g. Nesvadba et al. 2006 Nesvadba et al. , 2008 Harrison et al. 2012 Harrison et al. , 2014 . While the ambient density may be higher in galaxies at z ∼ 2 compared with low-redshift galaxies, the ambient density could be much lower if the outflow extends beyond the disk of the galaxy.
Method 1 provides a lower limit to the actual outflow rates as it considers only the ionized phase of the outflowing gas, ignoring outflowing gas in other phases (e.g. molecular and neutral). Moreover, the observed Hβ flux does not account for the entire mass of the ionized outflows, since we observe only the blueshifted wing in the emission line. On the other hand, Method 2 likely provides an upper limit to the outflow rates as it neglects any radiative loss of energy (e.g. Nesvadba et al. 2006; Harrison et al. 2014) . Indeed, Method 2 results in mass and energy outflow rates that are very high, so it can be reasonably interpreted as an upper limit. For example, the median mass loading factor from Method 2 is ∼ 100. (See discussion in Greene et al. 2012 .) We interpret Method 1 as a lower limit on these values and the logarithmic mean of Method 1 and Method 2 as a reasonable estimate (Harrison et al. 2014) .
6 Using the mean of the two methods, we find values ofṀ out = 73 − 446 M yr −1 , with a median of 264 M yr −1 . The energy outflow rate is then estimated asĖ out = (0.6 − 8.6) × 10 43 erg s −1 , with a median of 1.4 × 10 43 erg s −1 . To investigate the possible drivers of the outflows, it is common to compare the mass and energy available from potential drivers with that carried by the outflows. The bolometric luminosity of the AGN (L AGN ) provides a measurement of the energy available from the AGN to drive the outflows. The bolometric luminosity of the AGN is estimated by applying a bolometric correction of 600 times the [OIII]λ5008 luminosity (Kauffmann & Heckman 2009 ). We also consider another important driver of galaxy-wide outflows, stellar feedback, and the mass potentially available from it. Hopkins et al. (2012) provides a mass loss rate by stellar feedback as a function of star formation rate given bẏ
This mass loss rate improves on earlier work, in that it considers not only direct mass loss from supernovae and stellar winds, but also the subsequent entrainment of the interstellar medium. Moreover, it includes all material that is being ejected out of the galaxy, in all phases, locations and directions, which tends to overestimate what is actually observed. Therefore, it can be considered as an upper limit to the observed mass outflow rates. This maximum mass loading factors of stellar feedback (Ṁ stellar /SFR) for our AGN host galaxies are of the order of unity. We begin our analysis with the conservative lower limits obtained by Method 1. In Figure 12 (left panel) we compare the kinetic energy outflow rates of the outflows with L AGN and the mass outflow rates of the outflows to that of stellar feedback. The energy outflow rates range from 0.003−1.8% of L AGN , with a median of 0.09%. The mass outflow rates of the outflows range from 0.3−4000% of the maximum mass loss rate of stellar feedback, with a median of 74%. In terms of energetics, all the outflows are consistent with being driven by AGN. Five of the outflows have mass outflow rates lower limits exceeding the maximum mass loss rates of stellar feedback, indicating that stellar feedback must not be the sole driver of these five outflows, and an alternative driver must be required. One should note that the value ofṀ stellar represents an upper limit to the observed mass outflow rate from stellar feedback, while the value ofṀ out by Method 1 is a lower limit to the actual mass outflow rate. Therefore, the ratio ofṀ out /Ṁ stellar is a conservative indicator of the need of an alternative driver.
In Figure 12 (right panel) we compare the same properties using the logarithmic average of Methods 1 and 2. The energy outflow rates all correspond to a very small fraction of L AGN , ranging from 0.1 − 7.2%, with a median of 1.7%. This shows that the AGN has sufficient energy to drive the observed outflows. The mass outflow rates range from 0.4 to 35.0 times of the maximum mass loss rate of stellar feedback, with a median of 6.6 times. 11 of the outflows have mass outflow rates exceeding the maximum mass loss rates of stellar feedback, suggesting that stellar feedback is insufficient to drive the outflows in these galaxies. Therefore, stellar feedback is likely not the sole driver of these outflows, and an alternative driver, such as AGN, is required.
Another important measure of the power and impact of the outflow on the host galaxy is the mass loading factor, η =Ṁ out /SFR. The values of η using the lower limits by Method 1 range from 0.002 to 90.3, with a median of 0.73. The average values of Methods 1 and 2 range from 0.1 to 88.3, with a median of 5.2. The mass loading factors of the outflows using Method 1 and the average of Methods 1 and 2 are shown in the left and right panels of Figure 13 , respectively.
7 Such high mass loading factors imply that these outflows are at least capable of regulating star formation in the host galaxies, although it is unclear whether they can remove sufficient gas to quench star formation. For the mass loading factors from Method 1, it appears that there may by an AGN luminosity threshold of 10 45 erg s −1 , above which the mass loading factor is greater than unity.
As a sanity check of the outflow masses calculated, we compare the cooling luminosity of the outflows (L cool ) to the AGN luminosity. A realistic outflow mass should produce a cooling luminosity that does not exceed the AGN luminosity, if the gas in the outflows is indeed pho- toionized by the AGN. The cooling luminosity is given by
where n e,2 is the electron density in units of 100 cm −3 , M out,8 is the outflow mass in units of 10 8 M and Λ −23 (T ) is the cooling function in units of 10 −23 erg cm 3 s −1 , taken to be 1 at 10 4 K, the likely temperature of the ionized gas. Figure 14 shows L cool /L AGN against L AGN using the ionized masses calculated with Method 1 (left panel) and the average of Methods 1 and 2 (right panel). The cooling luminosity is less than the AGN luminosity for all the outflows for the lower limits from Method 1, with an average ratio of ∼ 0.1. The ratios for the average values from Methods 1 and 2 has a median of ∼ 1, with the cooling luminosity exceeding than the AGN luminosity in eight of the 13 outflows.
However, the cooling luminosity depends on the value of the cooling function, which is extremely sensitive to temperature around 10 4 K, varying by three orders of magnitude from 10 −25 to 10 −22 erg cm 3 s −1 between 9000 and 15000 K (Gnedin & Hollon 2012) . Therefore, the actual values of L cool /L AGN could be lower by two orders of magnitude or higher by an order of magnitude. Nevertheless, the results from Method 1 are still largely consistent with the constraint of L cool /L AGN < 1 even if they are an order of magnitude larger. On the other hand, the results from the average of Methods 1 and 2 will only be sensible in the lower end of Λ(T ) when the temperature is closer to 9000 K. These results suggest that Method 1 may be a more reasonable estimate of the actual outflow mass and energy than the average of Methods 1 and 2.
4.6. Momentum fluxes One possible mechanism for the AGN to drive the outflow is by its radiation pressure on dust grains in the surroundings (e.g. Murray et al. 2005; Thompson et al. 2015) . In this case, the outflow is momentum-driven, and it is useful to compare the momentum flux of the outflow to the radiation pressure of the AGN to test this scenario. In Figure 15 , we plot the ratio of the momentum flux of the outflow (Ṗ =Ṁ v) to the radiation pressure of the AGN (L AGN /c) versus the bolometric luminosity of the AGN using the lower limits by Method 1 (left panel) and the average of Methods 1 and 2 (right panel). Six of the outflows have lower limits of the momentum ratio greater than 1, indicating that radiation pressure alone is not sufficient to drive the outflows in these six sources. The momentum ratio from the average values are all greater than one, with an average of the order of 10. This suggests that these outflows cannot be driven by radiation pressure alone and other processes are required. For instance, it is predicted that accretion disk winds can sweep up materials and drive a galaxy-wide outflow (e.g. Murray et al. 1995) . Note that, however, the uncertainty of these values are large because of the uncertainty in the electron density of the outflows. 4.7. Positive AGN Feedback in MOSDEF and SDSS AGN feedback is typically invoked as a possible mechanism to quench star formation in galaxies. This is referred to as "negative" feedback, in that star formation is reduced or shut off entirely. Another possibility has been raised, which is that AGN feedback may instead trigger star formation; this is referred to as "positive" feedback, as it leads to an enhancement in star formation.
The motivation for positive AGN feedback originated in observations of a handful of elliptical galaxies at low redshift that have clear radio jets from AGN, for which regions of star formation are clearly seen along the jet (e.g., Croft et al. 2006; Feain et al. 2007; Inskip et al. 2008) . Additionally, at high redshift it has been observed that the axis of radio AGN jets was often aligned with an elongation in the surface density of star formation (e.g., Bicknell et al. 2000 , and references therein). Recently, several theoretical papers have studied this idea using hydrodynamical simulations of galaxies, in which an AGN-driven jet is seen to be able to induce star formation in a ring in the host galaxy, which propagates outward (e.g., Silk 2005; Gaibler et al. 2012; Ishibashi & Fabian 2012) . It has been speculated that such triggered star formation could substantially affect the growth of galaxies (Ishibashi et al. 2013) .
A clear observational signature of such positive AGN feedback would be investigating radio AGN with jets and using the BPT diagram to detect star formation in the outflowing gas, along the jet. Indeed, for the well-studied source known as Minkowski's Object, the gas that appears to be compressed by the jet does have line ratios in the BPT diagram in the location of the star-forming sequence, well below the AGN region of the diagram (Croft et al. 2006) . This argues that the jet has induced star formation in this gas.
In the MOSDEF sample, we present the locations of outflowing gas from eight sources in the right panel of Figure 6 and find that the locations lie in the AGN region; this outflowing gas does not appear to be photoionized by star formation. This would argue against positive AGN feedback being a widespread phenomenon at z ∼ 2. However, our sample size is very small, and only two of our sources are known to be radio-loud, which in the observations at both low and high redshift appears to be a prerequisite for positive AGN feedback. Clearly, a much larger sample of radio AGN would be required to robustly test this scenario.
The SDSS provides such a sample at low redshift. To investigate this, we use the publicly-available optical AGN sample of Mullaney et al. (2013) , who use the BPT diagram to identify ∼25,000 AGN in SDSS, using the line ratios from the SDSS spectral pipeline. This pipeline does not include multiple kinematic components for each line, which Mullaney et al. (2013) subsequently perform. They identify 9,637 sources with a significant (S/N>3) blueshifted kinematic component in the [OIII] 5007Å line, in addition to the narrow line observed at the systemic redshift of the galaxy.
In Figure 16 , we show in the left panel the narrow-line only line ratios for these optical AGN with outflows, while the middle panel shows the line ratios for the outflow component only. The narrow-line ratios almost exclusively lie above the Kauffmann et al. (2003) line (only 3% of sources are below this), while the outflow component line ratios lie somewhat lower, with 6% of the outflow line ratios below the Kauffmann et al. (2003) line. The difference between these panels may argue that positive AGN feedback occurs in a few percent of these sources, however, the more important test is whether the line ratios shift downward for AGN with jets, i.e., radio AGN. In the right panel, therefore, we show the line ratios for the AGN in the Mullaney et al. (2013) sample that have outflows detected in the [OIII] line and are also detected in the FIRST survey (Becker et al. 1995 ). Here we find that only 3% of these sources lie below the Kauffmann et al. (2003) line, consistent with the left panel. This argues that positive AGN feedback is not observed to be a widespread phenomenon at z ∼ 0.1. For it to be a common phenomenon, it must then occur only over a relatively short timescale, or it may just be a rare phenomenon.
CONCLUSIONS
Using data from the first two years of the MOSDEF survey, we analyze the rest frame optical spectra of 67 X-ray, IR and/or optically-selected AGN at z ∼ 2 to identify and characterize AGN-driven outflows at z ∼ 2. We identify outflows from the presence of an additional blueshifted component in the profiles of the Hβ, [OIII], Hα and [NII] emission lines, and we remove sources which appear to be ongoing mergers from their HST morphologies. The bolometric luminosities of the AGN in this study span 10 44 − 10 46 erg s −1 , including both quasars and more common, moderate-luminosity AGN. Our main conclusions are as follows.
1. The velocities of the outflows range from 300 to 1000 km s −1 . Eight out of the 13 detected outflows are spatially extended, having spatial extents of 2.5 to 11.0 kpc along the MOSFIRE slits.
2. Outflows are detected in 13 (19%) out of 67 AGN.
This can be considered a lower limit on the true incidence as relatively high signal-to-noise spectra are required to detect the outflows. By contrast, using the same analysis procedures, outflows are detected in only eight (1.8%) out of the 457 MOS-DEF galaxies. The outflow detection rate increases with the [OIII] luminosity of the AGN, but the same trend is also observed as the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra increases, as there is a strong correlation between L [OIII] and the signal-to-noise of the spectra.
3. Outflows are detected across the galaxy star forming main sequence spanning stellar masses of 10 10 − 10 11.5 M . No significant trend of incidence with stellar mass is observed. The incidence of outflows also does not depend on the SFR of the host galaxy with respect to the main sequence.
4. Using line ratio diagnostics in the BPT diagram for the narrow-line and outflow components separately, we find that the line ratios of the outflowing gas are shifted towards the AGN region of the BPT diagram. This indicates the the outflowing gas is photoionized by the AGN.
5. The line ratio diagnostics in the outflows argues against "positive" AGN feedback, in which the presence of the outflow triggers, as opposed to suppresses, star formation. As the MOSDEF AGN outflow sample is small, we also analyzed line ratios for AGN outflows in SDSS, specifically investigating radio-loud AGN, and again found little evidence for positive AGN feedback being a widespread or long-lasting phenomenon.
6. The typical mass outflow rate in MOSDEF AGN is ∼ 10 − 10 2 M yr −1 , while the typical energy outflow rate is ∼ 10 42 − 10 43 erg s −1 . The mass outflow rates are typically ∼ 1 − 10 times larger than the theoretically-predicted values from stellar feedback, while the energy outflow rates are ∼ 0.1 − 1% the bolometric AGN luminosities. This indicates the stellar feedback is likely insufficient to drive these outflows, while the energetic output of the AGN is more than sufficient to drive the outflow (although these outflows may not be purely driven by radiation pressure). Taken together with our finding that a galaxy is 10 times more likely to have a detected outflow if it hosts an AGN, it appears very likely that these outflows are AGNdriven.
7. The typical mass loading factor of these outflows is ∼ 1 − 5. This suggests that the outflows likely help to regulate star formation in the host galaxies but may not be sufficient to fully quench star formation.
Our results show that galaxy-wide AGN-driven outflows are common not only for quasars but also for moderate-luminosity AGN at z ∼ 2. Theoretical studies of galaxy formation and evolution should therefore account for AGN feedback from moderate-luminosity AGN, in addition to feedback from quasars. In the future, the full MOSDEF data will provide a larger sample to better study correlations between AGN outflow properties and host galaxy or AGN properties at z ∼ 2. This study and future similar AGN outflow studies from large galaxy samples also provide targets for more detailed IFU investigations into the physical nature of AGN-driven outflows at the peak of cosmic galaxy growth.
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